Visual Archives of Sex

INTRODUCTION

Visual Histories of Sex: Collecting, Curating, Archiving
Heike Bauer, Melina Pappademos, Katie Sutton, and Jennifer Tucker

ROUNDTABLE

Curating Visual Archives of Sex: A Roundtable Discussion
Ashkan Sepahvand, Meg Slater, Annette F. Timm, Jeanne Vaccaro
Compiled by Heike Bauer and Katie Sutton

FEATURED ESSAYS

Bikinis and Other Atomic Incidents: The Synthetic Life of the Nuclear Pacific
Sunny Xiang

A Bruise, a Neck, and a Little Finger: The Visual Archive of Ruth Ellis
Lynda Nead

Running Mascara: The Hermeneutics of Trans Visual Archives in Late Franco-Era Spain
Javier Fernández Galeano
Homemade Pornography and the Proliferation of Queer Pleasure in East Germany
Kyle Frackman

CURATED SPACES I

An Interview with Topher Campbell: rukus! Archive
Conor McGrady

REFLECTIONS

Virgin Territories: A Conversation with Roland Betancourt
David Serlin

Sexing the Archive: Gay Porn and Subcultural Histories
João Florência and Ben Miller

Teaching the History of Sexuality with Images
Sarah Jones

“The Cost of That Revealing”: Interview with Derek Conrad Murray
Alexis L. Boylan

CURATED SPACES II

Carol Leigh, a.k.a. Scarlet Harlot
Carol Leigh